
WiT Group

Branding & Graphic Design for
Ambulance Manufacturing Co

PROJECT DETAILS

A Branding

B Jun 2023 - Jun 2023

C Less than $10,000

D
"We were impressed with the design."

PROJECT SUMMARY

WiT Group provided branding and graphic design

services for an ambulance manufacturing

company. The team created a work order

presentation for customers to follow along with

their build.

PROJECT FEEDBACK

WiT Group’s work was met with

positive acclaim. The client

was satisfied with the

deliverable, which had a good

design and correctly

represented the company's

branding. Moreover, the team

delivered on time and within

budget and communicated

effectively through virtual

meetings.
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WiT Group

The Client

Please describe your company and position.

I am the Co-Founder of Emergency Transportation Associates,

LLC

Describe what your company does in a single
sentence.

Build Ambulances

The Challenge

E Eric Vogl II
Co-Founder, Emergency
Transportation Associates, LLC

G Automotive

F Rock Hill, South Carolina

CLIENT RATING

5.0
Overall Score

Quality: 5.0

Schedule: 5.0

Cost: 5.0

Would Refer: 5.0
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The Approach

How did you find WiT Group?

Friend

How many teammates from WiT Group were
assigned to this project?

1 Employee

Describe the scope of work in detail. Please include a
summary of key deliverables.

New work order presentation for customers to follow long with

their build

The Outcome

What were the measurable outcomes from the project
that demonstrate progress or success?

correct branding and good looking powerpoint to be used for

customer presentations.

Describe their project management. Did they deliver
items on time? How did they respond to your needs?

yes, came in on time and within budget

What was your primary form of communication with
WiT Group?

Virtual Meeting

What did you find most impressive or unique about
this company?

We were impressed with the design

WiT Group
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Are there any areas for improvement or something
WiT Group could have done differently?

no

connect@witgroup.info

(704) 336-9018

witgroupagency.com

WiT Group
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